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The Contribution of "Shared Education" to Catholic-Protestant Reconciliation in Northern Ireland: A Third Way?

Abstract

Northern Ireland has achieved political stability and its devolved government is now tackling public policy issues neglected during periods of sectarian violence. Notwithstanding the prevailing political optimism, one legacy of the conflict is a deeply divided society. This is particularly manifest in the education system where around 90% of children attend either state (Controlled) schools (de facto Protestant) or Catholic (Maintained) schools, with integrated schools accounting for less than 6% of the school population. In an attempt to address this duplication of services, in the context of 85,000 empty desks, external funders have piloted an initiative entitled The Shared Education Programme (SEP) where schools working in cross-community partnerships deliver shared classes and activities in order to improve education outcomes. This paper attempts to: quantify the educational returns for pupils participating in the SEP; articulate the qualitative reconciliation benefits from the perspective of teachers, parents and pupils; and, locate the findings of the research in the ongoing policy debate about restructuring education provision in Northern Ireland at a time of budget retrenchment and declining school rolls.
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Introduction

Northern Ireland is witnessing an ongoing period of stability with the five main political parties working as a power sharing coalition in a devolved government at Stormont. Alongside these political developments described by the First Minister, Peter Robinson, as the ‘most settled period of devolution for over forty years’ (2009:2), there has been a significant reduction in violence. While this paints an optimistic picture which should not be understated, the conflict has left a legacy of segregation and division at the community level. Northern Ireland remains a deeply divided society. More than 70% of social housing estates are 90% single identity occupied and interface barriers between communities (so called ‘peace’ walls) have increased in number. In the Belfast area alone, there are 83
security and segregation barriers (Community Relations Council, 2009). The devolved government has acknowledged the problems of a divided society and launched a consultation document entitled *Programme for Cohesion, Sharing and Integration* (2010) setting out the Northern Ireland Executive’s vision for the future by challenging the assumption that division and segregation is a ‘normal’ pattern of living (Knox, 2011). The document commits to reducing and eventually eliminating segregated services (OFMdFM, 2010: 1).

Perhaps the starkest manifestation of a divided society is to be found in the education system where around 90% of children attend either state Controlled (*de facto* Protestant) or Catholic (Maintained) schools. During the school year 2010/11 some 321,700 pupils attended nursery, primary, post-primary and special schools in Northern Ireland. Less than half of these pupils (152,300) attended primary schools in which Controlled schools’ population contained 0.53% Catholic children and Maintained schools 1.07% Protestants (Department of Education, 2011a). The statistics illustrate just how polarised Northern Ireland is, with integrated education accounting for less than 6% of the school population.

Yet the potential for education to contribute to a shared future was highlighted in an independent review of education (the Bain Report) set up to examine strategic planning, funding and organisation of the schools estate in light of declining schools rolls (Bain, 2006). The review argued that the rationale for integrating education, improved collaboration and sharing rested on three fundamental and inter-related factors: pupils would have access to wider curriculum choices, high quality teaching and facilities; the promotion of tolerance, mutual understanding and inter-relationship through regular engagement amongst pupils; and, cost-effective provision – educational, social and economic arguments, respectively.

The debate on tackling duplication in education has assumed greater urgency with recent pressures to reduce public expenditure and an announcement by the First Minister that he regarded the education in Northern Ireland as a ‘benign form of apartheid which was fundamentally damaging to our society’ and supported a single unified system (Robinson, 2011:1). There is however little evidence of the Department of Education fully embracing this aspiration thus far. In a recent policy document on schools, the Department cut the
amount of funding available for the promotion of equality and good community relations among children from £3.6m to £1.1m and limits the activities it will support to personnel training and the dissemination of good practice materials (Department of Education, 2011b).

Previous research (Gallagher, 2004; Brocklehurst, 2006; Hayes & McAlister 2009; Hughes, 2011) has indicated the problems associated with separate sectoral schools in Northern Ireland and the long-term effect on social attitudes. As Brocklehurst (2006: 92) notes:

The [separate] school is essentially a closed environment where potent sentiments expressed between children can ramify their notions of religious difference, and physical bullying and peer pressure can reinforce concepts of identity (cited in Hughes, Donnelly, Gallagher and Carlisle, 2010).

The lack of significant growth in the integrated sector and the ongoing control which churches exert in protecting single identity education prompted external funders (Atlantic Philanthropies and the International Fund for Ireland) to support an initiative entitled the Shared Education Programme (SEP). In 2007 they funded a three year programme of 12 partnerships comprising 60 schools in Northern Ireland which collaborated on a cross-community basis to share classes and activities in order to improve education outcomes for pupils (Gallagher et al, 2010). The external funders extended the range of providers and duration of the programme for a further three years and at present there are around 150 schools involving 10,500+ pupils in shared education (from a total school population of 322,000 approximately)¹.

The underpinning model (see figure 1) involves cross-community collaboration based on sustained contact between pupils in the delivery of the curriculum in schools (Donnelly and Hughes, 2006; Hughes, 2007). The intention, unlike previous community relations initiatives in schools, is not to see joint activities as one-off extra-curricular events but rather to put cross-community working at the heart of the process via the joint delivery of elements of the curriculum. Through collaboration, interdependencies develop across traditional school boundaries in a way which is non-threatening. As a consequence, these boundaries become

---

¹ The 3 providers are Queen’s University, School of Education; The Fermanagh Trust; and the North Eastern Education and Library Board – Primary Integrating/Enriching Education Project.
more porous and the distinctions which underpin existing structures are less relevant. Creating interdependencies demands rethinking the current system of autonomous school units with delegated budgets, whose success is based on competition for pupils. Rather a networked approach is established offering mutual cross-community support. Parents endorse such collaboration because it improves the quality of their children’s education, and who the provider is, becomes less important to them.

Could this model of shared education provide an alternative or a ‘third way’ to the separate education systems currently operating in Northern Ireland? Four years on since the inception of the SEP, this paper has three objectives. First, it analyses four post-primary partnerships (case studies), selected from the overall SEP, to estimate the costs of shared education and benefits derived by the participating children in terms of enhanced life-time income. Second, it provides a qualitative dimension to shared education by drawing out, through focus group meetings, the views of some of the teachers, parents and pupils involved in shared education. Lastly, it discusses the policy relevance of shared education at a time when key political decisions are being taken which will impact on the future of education provision in Northern Ireland. The analysis suggests that shared education could provide a ‘third way’ to the well-trodden paths of the two separate education systems currently operating in Northern Ireland.

Returns to Education
Sharing education confers two different types of educational benefits: \textit{education enhancement} and \textit{education extension}. Under \textit{enhancement}, the educational experience of pupils is improved in the study of subjects they might have taken even in the absence of sharing education. This enhancement occurs through better teaching and superior facilities in the host school and a larger group of pupils with which to interact. It provides pupils with opportunities to find peers who have similar levels of academic achievement, which might be unavailable in small schools. Under \textit{extension}, pupils have the opportunity of taking subjects which, in the absence of sharing education, would not have been offered to them by their parent schools.

We may analyse the benefits from sharing education in the context of \textit{individual returns to education} defined as the wage premium of someone who holds that qualification over someone who does not, \textit{holding all the other educational achievements and the control variables constant}. This has been the subject of extensive research both internationally and nationally. For the UK, the Institute for Fiscal Studies has computed the average wage premiums, for different qualifications, for full-time employed men and women using the 2001 Labour Force Survey, a quarterly survey of representative households in the UK (Sianesi, 2003). A salient point from this research is that, in terms of educational qualifications, a first degree yielded a return of 27\% for men and 28\% for women, followed by a return of 28\% for men and 23\% for women for 5 or more "good" (A*-C) GCSEs, followed by a return of 17\% for men and 15\% for women for two or more A levels (see figure 2). So, young men choosing an educational route consisting of 5 or more good GCSEs (28\% premium), two or more A levels (17\% premium), a first degree (27\% premium), and a higher degree (14\% premium) could expect to earn 86\% more \textit{than someone with no qualifications} (defined as GCSEs D-F).
In 2009/10 there were 22,826 school leavers in Northern Ireland. Of these, 16,404, comprising 72% of total leavers, left with at least 5+ GCSEs at A*-C; indeed of those with at least 5+ "good" GCSEs, the overwhelming majority - 11,601 out of 16,404 or 71% - left with 3+ A-levels and only 3,811 of the 16,404 or, 23% - left school with just 5+ "good" GCSEs. In other words, 77% of Northern Ireland pupils who achieved good GCSEs in 2009/10 progressed to A level studies and 71% of these achieved 3+ A-levels (Department of Education, 2011a).

Further up the educational chain, 82% of those with 3+ A-levels proceeded to Higher Education and another 11% enrolled in Further Education. Consequently, there is a "cascading" effect of a good GCSE performance: 77% of good GCSE achievers proceed to further education; 71% of these achieve 3+ A-levels; and 82% of these proceeded to university study. Consequently, 5+ GCSEs at A*-C sets the foundations of the "educational capture" of pupils.

However, at the other end of the educational spectrum, 6,422 pupils (28% of leavers) in Northern Ireland missed the "educational cut": 4,414 pupils who achieved only 1-4 GCSEs at
A*-C level; 1,532 pupils (7% of leavers) who while obtaining 1+ GCSEs, did not achieve a single GCSE at A*-C; and 476 pupils who left without any GCSEs. For such pupils, the traditional route of educational progression through sixth-form colleges and A-levels is blocked off and the only realistic options available to them are either training, on government sponsored schemes or in FE Colleges, or employment.

The causes of under-achievement embrace not only the cognitive abilities of pupils but also their home life, their primary and non-primary schooling years, the quality of teaching which motivates and kindles interest in learning (or not). Suppose, through some suitable educational intervention (in the case the SEP), the performance of 500 of the 4,414 pupils who obtained only 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C could be raised to 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades. Then the return to education of the 500 pupils, if male, would rise from 15% to 28% and, if female, from 11% to 23%. So, even if these 500 pupils left education after their GCSEs, they would see their return nearly doubled.

However, the chances are that, having achieved 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades, these 500 pupils would stay on in further education and progress to higher education. On the Northern Ireland figures: 116 (23% of 500) would not continue to do A-levels; 355 (71% of 500) would achieve 3+ A-Levels; and, of these, 291 (82% of 355) would progress to university leaving just 44 pupils with 3+ A-levels following a non-university route. So, in terms of the figures shown in Figure 2, before the intervention, 500 school leavers would have seen a return of 11% (female) and 15% (male) on their education with 1+ GCSEs at A*-C grade. After the intervention, 291 pupils would see a return of 66% (female) and 71% (male) with 5+ GCSEs at A*-C, 3+ A-levels, and a first degree.

Suppose also that because of the same intervention, 200 of the 1,532 pupils who did not achieve a single A*-C grade now achieved 1+ grade at A*-C. Then, by figure 2, their return to education would now be 11% (female) and 15% (male) compared to zero earlier.

In money terms, the median gross annual earnings in 2009, for male full-time employees in Northern Ireland were £24,325 (Department of Trade, Enterprise and Investment, 2009). If we assume that a male full-time employee in Northern Ireland without any GCSEs at A*-C
grades earned two-thirds of male median earnings (£16,217), then a male full-time employee with 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C would earn 14.8% more, which is an extra £2,400 per year or, over a working life of 40 years, an extra £96,000. Over the 200 pupils (assume they are male) whose grades were so lifted by the intervention, this would amount to £19.2 million over a 40 year working life.

The earnings of the 500 pupils whose achievements were raised from 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C to 5+ GCSEs at A*-C would be as follows for male, full-time employees:

I. For those leaving education with 5+ GCSEs at A*-C (116 pupils) the gain would be 27.5% over someone with no qualifications: as our calculations show this would be an extra £4,460 per year cumulating to £178,400 over a 40-year working life. For 116 pupils, this would total £20.7 million.

II. For the 44 pupils with 3+ A- levels not proceeding to university, the gain would be 27.5%+17%=44.5% over someone with no qualifications: this would be an extra £7,217 per year cumulating to £288,680 over a 40-year period. For 44 pupils, this would total £12.7 million.

III. For the 291 pupils who proceeded to university (and presumably graduated), the gain would be 27.5%+17%+26.9%=71.4% over someone with no qualifications: this would be an extra £11,578 per year cumulating to £463,120 over a 40-year period. For 291 pupils this would amount to £134.8 million.

We can summarise the results as follows:

a) A Year 12 (male) pupil who lifts his achievement from no GCSEs at A*-C grade, to 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C grade, will, over a working life of 40 years, see his earnings increase by £96,000 or by £2,400 annually.

b) A Year 12 (male) pupil who lifts his achievement from 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C grade, to 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grade will see his earnings increase by £373,393 less £96,000=£277,393 over a 40-year period or by £6,935 annually.

Using these data we can estimate the education returns resulting from pupils participating in the Shared Education Programme – an intervention aimed at: contributing to school improvement and access to opportunity, encouraging more effective use of resources, and the promotion of social cohesion through the achievement of a shared and better society in Northern Ireland. We investigate the education returns through 4 education partnerships in the SEP with the following lead schools: Lumen Christi Grammar School ([London]Derry); Belfast High School; Belfast Model School for Girls; and Shimna Integrated College.
(Newcastle). Before considering the costs and benefits of participating in the SEP, we provide background details on the case study partnerships.

**Background to the Case Studies**

Prior to discussing the individual partnerships, some general remarks on methodology and the assumptions underlying the methodology might be in order. The essential point is that shared education involves educational collaboration while preserving community identity: pupils sit together in a class room to study, say differential equations, while remaining Catholic or Protestant pupils. By contrast, in a system of formal integrated education, pupils sit together in a class room to study but the school simultaneously requires them to surrender their identities: for the time that they are in school these are subordinated to an "integrated" identity. This point, which may appear as a mere bagatelle to outside observers, assumes enormous importance in the context of Northern Ireland: parents and pupils embrace shared education because it permits *identity retention*; conversely, the unpopularity of integrated education with parents and pupils stems from the fact that it requires *identity surrender*. So, while in the abstract, it is possible to get the benefits of shared education by lumping together a Catholic and a Protestant school to form one large "integrated" school, in practice the latter solution is unlikely to be acceptable.

Second, the growth of the shared education projects, discussed below, is cast in terms of *pupil hours* (that is, number of pupils × number of hours per pupil). It is of course possible that as the number of shared education hours a pupil receives *rises*, the number of non-shared education hours he/she receives *falls*. This is based on the "lump of labour theory": teachers impart a fixed number of weekly hours of instruction and if these rise in one direction (shared education) they must fall in another (non-shared education). In fact, two points serve to draw the sting from this point.

First, growth in shared education has been through pupil numbers rather than through hours taught per pupil. The narrative that emerges through the case studies is of pupils being offered opportunities they could not obtained (or obtained at exorbitant cost) in their parent school: putative astronomy pupils being offered a chance to study the
subject; larger, and therefore more viable, classes in engineering; remedial maths instruction for "disadvantaged" schools; enabling pupils to enter university through the study of appropriate modules or enabling others to earn a living by teaching them a trade.

Second, belying the lump of labour theory is the fact that teachers are excited by the opportunities offered by shared education and want to contribute to it. Very often it is for the first time that teachers get to talk to their colleagues from the other side of the community divide, to swap ideas, discuss common problems and, generally, to break down centuries-old divisions. This excitement that shared education evokes among teachers is reflected in the fact that many shared education classes take place out of school hours or on weekends. In one case, a specialist language teacher visits schools teaching classes when and where convenient (including, in some instances, in the canteen).²

The last point relates to pupil selection. Pupils who select on to shared education schools are determined by a prior decision made by the sharing schools about the educational areas in which sharing would take place. For some schools, it was STEM subjects; for others, it was languages; for another constellation of schools, it was personal development. Of course, given this prior choice, pupils are free to opt out of sharing if, for whatever reason, they find it distasteful.

Case Study A: Lumen Christi Partnership

Lumen Christi (Light of Christ) was founded in 1997 as a voluntary co-educational grammar school, has a current enrolment of 850 pupils, and serves the greater (London)Derry area. Lumen Christi was designated as a Science Specialist College in 2006. The Irish News compiled a list of the ‘top-performing grammar schools in Northern Ireland’ (March 2011) based on those achieving 3 or more A levels at grades A-C. Lumen Christi was placed second in Northern Ireland and had previously topped the poll twice.

² The use of pupil-hours to measure growth in shared education mirrors the use of man-hours worked to measure the state of the labour market. It was not possible to use teacher time on shared education since the school accounts relating to shared activities did not monitor this.
Lumen Christi’s involvement in the SEP from 2007 has been through a project entitled *Shared Learning through Science* in which it acted as the lead school. The project involved two strands: first, the provision of two additional GCSE subjects for pupils from Lumen Christi and Foyle & Londonderry College; second, the provision of weekly Key Stage 2 (KS2) science classes for four local Controlled and Maintained primary schools;

The Lumen Christi partnership with and Foyle & Londonderry College has extended pupil choice at Key Stage 4 (KS4) by providing GCSE Engineering and Astronomy on a shared basis. Pupils attend GCSE Engineering classes twice a week at the local Further Education College, completing the course in one year. GCSE Astronomy is held on a weekly basis in Lumen Christi College. Both courses have proved popular with pupils and enhanced the educational benefits for participants from the two schools. In total over 300 pupils have gained access to key curricular subjects provided by this partnership over the last three years.

For the second strand, pupils from Long Tower and Fountain Primary Schools and Londonderry Model and Nazareth House Primary Schools are paired together for weekly KS2 Science classes at Lumen Christi College. Classes are hosted by science teachers from Lumen Christi, providing the pupils with the added benefits of specialist science provision. The face-to-face classes are supplemented by fortnightly video-conferencing sessions between partner primary schools.

**Case Study B: Belfast High School Partnership**

Belfast High School is a selective co-educational voluntary grammar school founded in 1854. In the academic year 2010/11 it had an enrolment of 929 pupils with only 2.3% of pupils entitled to free school meals and 27 pupils with special educational needs (Department of Education: 2011a). Belfast High School was awarded specialist status in languages by the Department of Education in May 2007 ranging from the study of both Modern Foreign and Ancient Languages, to literacy in English, Mathematics and Science.

The Belfast High School partnership consists of three schools: Belfast High (lead school), Dominican College, and Hazelwood College, which have a combined pupil enrolment of 2,282 pupils. Belfast High School (41%) and Hazelwood College (28%) have almost twice as
many pupils as Dominican College (21%). Some 1,191 pupils were involved in the first year of SEP, representing 52% of total enrolments.

Two of the schools, Hazelwood College and Dominican College, are located in North Belfast which is considered an area of high deprivation. Belfast High School and Hazelwood are both members of the Newtownabbey Area Learning Community (ALC) and share GCSE and A-Level subjects to meet requirements under the Entitlement Framework. Dominican College had no previous relationship with the other schools beyond ad hoc events.

The partnership was provided with funding under SEP to deliver Science, Technology Engineering and Maths (STEM subjects) in ‘schools in our society’ project. Key Stage 3 (Years 8 – Year 10) was identified as the target group, as no collaborative or shared projects existed for these students. By delivering the programme to members of their junior schools, the partnership intended to highlight the positive impacts sharing could have on the development of the child in terms of collaboration and reconciliation. Curricular activities completed in the partnerships were: CREST (Creativity in Science and Technology awards); maths short course award; and COPE (Course in Personal Effectiveness) with STEM level 1. Extra-curricular activities involved: Bronze Eco-School; Robotics Challenge; and video-conferencing.

**Case Study C: Belfast Model School for Girls Partnership**

Belfast Model School for Girls is a Controlled secondary non-selective school with an enrolment of 930 pupils. Model schools were set up to encourage teachers to develop their skills in bringing good quality education to children. Boys and girls were always separated in Model Schools, taught in separate classes but on the same site. In 2006 Belfast Girls Model became an ICT Specialist School. At the beginning of 2010 the pupils moved into a new school building in Dunowen Gardens, Belfast which incorporates state of the art classrooms equipped with interactive whiteboards and 14 computer suites.

The SEP involved three schools in North Belfast: Belfast Model School for Girls as the lead partner working with Our Lady of Mercy Girls' School and Little Flower Girls' School. These schools are located across an area well known as being one of the worst affected by the
conflict. The programme worked in two strands: in strand 1, sixth form students from the three schools met on a weekly basis to complete the COPE Course in Personal Effectiveness, worth 70 UCAS points; and, in strand 2, a larger group of students participated in full day workshops on a range of accredited vocational qualifications.

Case Study D: Shimna Integrated College Partnership

Shimna College opened in 1994 as a grant-Maintained integrated secondary school in the rural area of Newcastle Co. Down. It was designated as a Specialist School in Languages in 2006. All students study two languages from French, German, Irish and Spanish (as well as English).

The Shimna SEP has been built around some of the partnerships already formed by their specialism in languages and contains two strands. Local Controlled and Maintained primary schools are paired together so that mixed classes within each pair can receive German language teaching from Shimna staff. The venue changes on alternate weeks and, in total, eight primary schools are involved. A particular accolade for Shimna Integrated College was its recent success in the Times Education Supplement Outstanding Community Partnership Award (July 2011) where the judges noted:

The main hope for Northern Ireland’s peaceful and prosperous future lies in its schools and the brave pioneers who are devising shared education programmes between educators in either sector. Shimna’s example is at once humbling and inspirational (Ritchie, 2011:12).

Such have been the achievements of this partnership that Shimna Integrated College successfully sourced alternative funding to continue this work beyond the financial support from Atlantic Philanthropies and the International Fund for Ireland, albeit on a reduced scale.

Analysis of the Costs of the Four Partnerships

The cost calculations are based on the total number of pupil-hours (the number of pupils × the number of hours taught per pupil) delivered by each of the 4 partnerships under consideration. For the Lumen Christi partnership (Case Study: A) the total number of pupil-
hours delivered by the partnership grew from 5,400 in 2007-08, to 7,143 in 2008-09, to 7,796 in 2009-10, implying an annualised growth rate of 20%. Taken in conjunction with the figures on staff costs, non-staff and equipment costs, the total costs movements in costs per pupil-hour are shown in see Figure 3. The cost per hour of teaching a pupil for an hour (pupil-hour) on this programme fell from an initial high of £10.43 in 2007-08 to £8.93 in 2009-10. Falling costs occur for two reasons. First, many of the equipment costs are front loaded - they are undertaken in the early years and then not repeated (except for depreciation). Second, there are economies of scale associated with the Lumen Christi programme. The sources of these economies of scale were: first, spare capacity; second, learning by doing.
Figure 3: Per Pupil-Hour Cost Structure (£): Lumen Christi Partnership

The Belfast High School partnership (Case Study: B) has been in operation for a year, 2009/10. Over this year, the total number of pupil-hours delivered by the programme on curricular activities was:

I. CREST Bronze Awards: 440. These pupils received a total of 8 hours instruction over the year of which 3 were "face-to-face" hours and 5 were "virtual" hours. Thus, a total of 3,520 pupil-hours of instruction were imparted under this curricular activity.

II. Maths Short Course: 445. These pupils received a total of 6 hours instruction over the year of which 4 were "face-to-face" hours and 2 were "virtual" hours. Thus, a total of 2,670 pupil-hours of instruction were imparted under this curricular activity.

III. CoPE STEM Level 1: 45. These pupils received a total of 1 hour of "face-to-face" instruction over the year. Thus, a total of 45 pupil-hours of instruction were imparted under this curricular activity.

In total, therefore, 13,950 pupil-hours were delivered by the programme on curricular activities. In addition, a number of pupils received instruction in extra-curricular activities: 24 pupils each received an hour's face-to-face instruction towards the Eco-schools award and 45 pupils each received an hour's face-to-face instruction in web design. So, aggregating over curricular and non-curricular activities, the Belfast High programme delivered a total of 14,019 pupil-hours with a cost structure shown in Figure 4.
Over the period of the Belfast Girls Model School partnership (Case Study: C), the number of pupils on Strand 1 of the programme increased from 30 in 2007-08, to 45 in 2008-09, falling to 32 in 2009-09. Over this period, total pupil-hours rose from 870 in 2007-08 to 1,395 in 2008-09 before falling to 864 in 2009-10. Over the same period, the number of pupils on Strand 2 of the programme stayed at 60 in each of years 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10 with pupil-hours of, respectively, 180, 180, and 120.

Figure 5 shows the costs per student-hour for both strands of the project distinguishing between staff and non-staff costs. Non-staff and equipment costs for Strand 2 activity, per Strand 2 pupil, were: £96 in 2007-08, £70 in 2008-09 and £110 in 2009-10; and per Strand 2 pupil-hour of: £31.91 in 2007-08, £23.26 in 2007-08, and £55.00 in 2009-10. On the other hand, equipment costs could be entirely associated with Strand 1 activity. Consequently, non-staff and equipment costs for Strand 1 activity, per Strand 1 pupil, were: £95 in 2007-08, £317 in 2008-09 (when £6,345 worth of equipment was bought), and £348 in 2009-10 (when another £2,668 worth of equipment was bought). The corresponding per-pupil-hour figures were £3.27 in 2007-08, £10.23 in 2008-09, and £16.92 in 2009-10 (see figure 5).
Over the period of the Shimna Integrated College partnership (Case Study: D), the number of pupils served by the partnership increased from 156 in 2007-08 to 231 in 2008-09 to 232 in 2009-10, representing an annualised growth rate of 22%. Simultaneously, the number of pupil-hours delivered by the programme increased from 2,984 in 2007-08 to 3,535 in 2008-09 to 6,266 in 2009-09 representing an annualised growth rate of 45%. Figure 6 shows the structure of costs of the Shimna partnership.

It should be pointed out the Shimna partnership is a larger and more complex project than the three analysed earlier. First, it involves 10 schools and 230 pupils with five pair-wise school partnerships. This leads to formidable logistical difficulties in terms of timetabling and classrooms. Second, given the nature of the partnership, both the teacher and the pupils have to travel. Pupils in one school travel to the other school in their partnership and the teacher travels from Shimna Integrated College to the school where the classes are to be held. Since, for the teacher, travel time has to be added to instructional (and lesson preparation) time, the partnership is expensive in terms of staff costs. It is also expensive in terms of pupil transportation costs since a relatively large body of students are transported...
in a rural setting lacking the public transport facilities of, say, Belfast or (London)Derry. We now quantify the benefits associated with activities of the four partnerships.

**Figure 6: Per Pupil-Hour Cost Structure (£): Shimna Integrated Partnership**

**Analysis of Benefits of the Partnerships**

The **Lumen Christi partnership** offers both *enhancement* and *extension* types of benefits (discussed earlier). For the 88 pupils from the four primary schools - Long Tower and Nazareth House (both Maintained) and Londonderry Model and Fountain (both Controlled) - it afforded, in 2009-10, the opportunity to undertake *enhanced* studies in Biology/Chemistry and Physics in *mixed* groups. For the 83 post-primary students from Foyle and Lumen Christi it *extended* education by offering the opportunity to study subjects (again in *mixed* groups), like Engineering and Astronomy, *which did not feature on the curriculum of either college*. Over the three years that the partnership has been in existence, 214 primary pupils have received enhanced education and 154 post-primary pupils have expanded their subject range through the Lumen Christi partnership.

In order to quantify these benefits, we assume that instead of 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades they might have obtained through the **Lumen Christi partnership**, 20 pupils of the 214 pupils
who participated (less than 10% of the total) would have obtained 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C grades through studying at their own schools. Then as, the analysis on education returns (above) shows, each of these 20 pupils whose performance was lifted to 5+, from 1-4, GCSEs at A*-C grades would see their working life earnings increase by £277,393. Summed over 20 pupils, this amounts to an increase in total working-life earnings of £5.5 million. Given that the cost per pupil is £1,200 over three years, the benefit-cost multiplier (£277,393/£1,200) is 231: every £1 in expenditure on SEP produces £231 in benefits.

The analysis is similar for education extension. Neither Lumen Christi nor Foyle College were in a position to offer either Engineering or Astronomy as GCSE subjects to their pupils: the numbers were simply too small to make such courses sustainable. But when the two schools came together, class sizes became viable: 16 students studied for a one-year GCSE in Engineering in Year 1 of the programme (8 from Foyle) rising to 29 by Year 3; 20 students enrolled for a two-year course in Astronomy.

It is possible to simulate the benefits of shared education by extrapolating into the future the outcomes for the affected pupils but, like any simulation, the results are dependent on the precise assumptions that underpin the simulation exercise. In setting out these assumptions explicitly in the paragraphs below, we do not claim to have made the right assumptions but we do claim to have made reasonable assumptions. Secondly, and as importantly, we have made our assumptions transparent. In so doing, we enable another analyst, who might view the justness of our assumptions with a degree of scepticism, to embed an alternative set of assumptions into our model and arrive at a different set of results.

Suppose the likelihood of all 29 pupils receiving 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades was 60% in the absence of the partnership but rose to 80% after the partnership had been established. This "suppose" represents an assumption and the results will depend upon it. We regard this as a reasonable assumption but another analyst might regard 80% as too high and wish to lower it to 70% and then evaluate the benefits of shared education. Our methodology gives him/her the capacity to do. On our assumption, however, the expected extra earnings over a 40-year working life of each of these 29 pupils would rise from £166,436 (£277,393
×0.6) to 221,914 (£277,393 ×0.8) representing an expected boost of £55,478. Over 29 pupils, these aggregate to £1.6 million.

Taking into account both primary and post-primary students, the Lumen Christi partnership, in its entirety, could deliver benefits, defined as the increase in the working-life earnings of the pupils on the programme, of £7.1 million. Of this, £5.5 would derive from the partnership with primary schools and £1.6 million from the partnership with Foyle College.

As a consequence of the Belfast High School partnership, approximately 450 year old pupils, aged 11-16, in Northern Ireland had their abilities in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) subjects enhanced through this training. Suppose that this intervention helped 10% of these students (45 pupils) achieve 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades. Of the remaining 90%, some would have achieved 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades anyway, though with a greater likelihood of achievement consequent upon the intervention; the others would not have achieved 5+ GCSEs at A*-C grades even with the assistance of the SEP intervention.

Then on this paper's calculations, each of the affected 45 pupils would receive, following the intervention, a boost in working-life earnings of £277,393, totalling £12.5 million. These would represent the benefits to the pupils over their working lives delivered by the Belfast High partnership.

The Belfast Model Girls Partnership confers two very different types of benefits: to the more "able" pupils (Strand 1), it delivers a Certificate in Personal Effectiveness (CoPE) which is worth 70 UCAS points in some universities; to the less "able" students (Strand 2), it delivers an industry-level vocational qualification. In doing so, there is clearly a trade-off: the CoPE qualifications, though more useful, is delivered at a per-pupil cost between 5-7 times the cost of the vocational qualification.

Strand 1 pupils were Sixth Form pupils and benefitted from the 70 UCAS points that some universities offered those with CoPE qualifications. On the assumption that, aided by these points, six of the 32 pupils on the programme went to university (and stayed on to get a degree) then this would raise each of these pupils' working-life earnings by 27% (the
premium associated with a first degree) above that of a non-graduate. On our calculations, using 3 A-levels as a comparator, this would deliver to each of these six pupils' additional working-life earnings of £174,440, totalling £1.05 million.

Strand 2 pupils, who were offered a more vocational route, might have been expected to leave school without any GCSE passes at A*-C level. It is possible that the intervention tightened the connection between pupil and school, instilled in them an interest in career, if not in learning, and thereby ensured that, say, one-third of the 60 pupils on Strand 2 programme achieved 1-4 GCSEs at A*-C grades. This would mean that 20 pupils would experience a rise in working-life earnings of £96,000. Aggregated over 20 pupils, Strand 2 would deliver total benefits in the form of increased working-life earnings of £1.92 million. Both strands, taken in their entirety, would deliver benefits of £2.97 million through increased earnings of the pupils on the two programme strands.

The value of the Shimna Integrated College partnership should be assessed against the background of the poor foreign language skills of British and Irish teenagers (and adults). By providing 104 hours of specialist teaching in German to 230 primary school pupils at a cost of around £400 per pupil, it attempts to redress a fundamental educational problem in the UK for a price of £16 per pupil-hour. Not only that: the study of German extends beyond language teaching to encompass German culture and philosophy and also issues related to divided societies in Northern Ireland and abroad.

We assume ceteris paribus that 10% of the Shimna partnership pupils are sufficiently motivated and interested to subsequently become fluent in another language and to move to mainland Europe in search of a job. We assume that offers them a premium of 15% over the Northern Ireland median annual earnings of £24,325 for males in full-time employment. This amounts to £3,649 annually or £138,760 over a 40 year working life. Aggregated over 23 pupils this yields a total benefit of £3.2 million pounds of their collective working lives.

Table 1 sets our estimates of the total economic benefits emanating from the four partnerships discussed above. These benefits are defined in terms of the increased earnings of pupils who have benefited from the shared education intervention. Aggregating these
per-pupil benefits over the total number of pupil beneficiaries obtains the economic benefit of the four partnerships. Table 1 suggests that the total net benefit, aggregated over the four partnerships, amounted to over £23 million. This figure was obtained as the annual increase in the working life earnings per pupil beneficiary of the SEP intervention \( \times \) the number of beneficiary pupils \( \times \) 40 years working life.
Table 1: Analysis of Benefits across the 4 SEP partnerships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Lumen Christi</th>
<th>Belfast High</th>
<th>Belfast Model</th>
<th>Shimna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>Post-Primary</td>
<td>Strand 1</td>
<td>Strand 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit</td>
<td>Some students will get good GCSEs*</td>
<td>Likelihood of good GCSEs is increased</td>
<td>Some students will get good GCSEs³</td>
<td>Some students will go to university using 70 UCAS points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pupils benefitting</td>
<td>20 out of 214</td>
<td>45 out of 214</td>
<td>6 out of 32</td>
<td>20 out of 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of benefit per pupil over 40 year working-life</td>
<td>£277,393</td>
<td>£55,478</td>
<td>£277,393</td>
<td>£174,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Benefit</td>
<td>£5.5 million</td>
<td>£1.6 million</td>
<td>£12.5 million</td>
<td>£1.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Project Cost over life of project⁴</td>
<td>£1.8 million</td>
<td>£67,926</td>
<td>£126,479</td>
<td>£34,440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net Benefit over 40 year working-life</td>
<td>£5.3 million</td>
<td>£12.4 million</td>
<td>£973,521</td>
<td>£1.87 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

³ The assumption is that they will achieve 5+ GCSEs at A*-C after the SEP intervention, instead of 1-4 A*-C in its absence.
⁴ Lumen Christi: £56,344, £57,483, and £69,679 for, respectively, 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10.
Belfast Model (S1): £29,610, £50,085, and £46,784 for, respectively, 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10.
Belfast Model (S2): £10,500, £11,040, and £12,900 for, respectively, 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10.
Shimna: £75,404, £101,329, and £100,411 for, respectively, 2007-08, 2008-09, 2009-10.
Teachers, parents and pupils

What do teachers who deliver shared education, pupils who participate, and parents who agreed to their children’s involvement think about shared education? Using data gathered in the case study schools we address this question and articulate the qualitative benefits of the SEP. A key issue raised by teachers delivering the SEP was the need for leadership from school managers and senior staff across the partnership. Unless there was explicit support and endorsement from education managers for what the programme sought to achieve then teachers felt ‘abandoned to yet another initiative’. One Principal argued strongly for the inclusion of SEP in the school development plan as a demonstration of the commitment by senior staff and a signal to all teachers that it was an important priority for the school. The question of leadership however extended beyond a commitment by school managers. Some school principals commented on the need for political leadership providing the right context in which sharing in education could flourish. Teachers were candid in their assessment of the existing segregated system of education:

It’s hard to believe that I had never been inside the door of other schools within a mile of my own school. SEP has changed all that. We have established lasting friendships with teachers from the Controlled sector. Apart from the huge benefits for our children... I now know these people not only as my professional colleagues but also my friends and feel that I can lift the phone at any time for advice and to explore opportunities to work together (Teacher).

If leadership at school and political levels was deemed important, this was particularly true of parents whose children participated in the shared education programme. Some teachers argued that the biggest challenge they faced was in bringing the families and wider communities with them on the shared education journey. Hence, schools made concerted efforts to keep parents fully informed about the programme, put on showcase events to celebrate the work of their partnerships, and invited parents from both communities to their open nights and prize giving. All of this was aimed at challenging parental perceptions that their children would be treated differently in a Controlled or Maintained school and should sectarianism in whatever form occur, it would not be tolerated. Isolated sectarian incidents were firmly dealt with and this sent a clear message to the pupils directly involved, parents and the wider school community. One school Principal made the point that SEP could only progress at a pace acceptable to parents. In cases where some of those parents...
were ‘hardliners’, schools needed to be careful that they were not pushing too far ahead of the more entrenched attitudes however much they disagreed with such diehards in an era of political change. As one parent with a known paramilitary background put it: ‘I don’t know why or what I was worried about ‘cause shared education is opening my eyes about them ones’.

Teachers were particularly adept at weaving the theme of reconciliation into curriculum delivery or ‘tackling the elephant in the room syndrome’ as one described it. Although there was an acceptance that not every teacher felt comfortable or experienced to do this.

We are not suggesting that every lesson should include some element of community relations. It is hard, for example, to see how it could feature in maths. On the other hand, teaching languages offers the ideal opportunity to explore cultural differences – the celebrations around the fall of the Berlin wall and some reflection on why we have ‘peace’ walls in Northern Ireland is a case in point. In other words, when the opportunity arises to talk about differences we shouldn’t avoid it – create an awareness of difference and celebrate, let’s not pretend it doesn’t exist (Teacher).

The achievements of schools varied depending on their starting point. One partnership offered a simple example of impact as the symbolism of having children wearing different school uniforms in their school. While this may seem fairly trivial, for the schools concerned which are located in a hugely fractured city (London)Derry, it was very significant. Crossing physical boundaries to get to each other’s schools amounted to transcending long established cultural barriers. Teachers explained that aside from the substantive activities that their pupils engaged in, SEP has challenged preconceived views about whether pupils would be safe and secure in ‘the other school’. Both schools involved in this exchange worked hard to extend friendships to the parents of these children, some of whom were fascinated to see the inside of a Controlled or Maintained school. As one parent pointed out: ‘when you think about it, the children have been trail-blazers. They have paved the way for us as parents to cross physical boundaries that we wouldn’t normally countenance. They have provided us with the necessary reassurance.’

Several front-line teachers summarised what they considered to be the ultimate impact on children involved in SEP, best expressed by one teacher:
The impact of SEP is that it gives our kids an ongoing cross-community opportunity to meet regularly, to get to know each other, and to lift the clouds of suspicion that may have existed. They now believe that it is okay to be different and that it is okay to be yourself. I am convinced that those involved in the programme will be more likely to challenge prejudices either in their homes or beyond (Teacher).

The spill-over effects into the community were considered significant. As one School Principal put it: ‘the lasting effect of this is not just through the school but also out in the community. You will reach a point when so many classes are collaborative that people around here will have gone to school with each other regardless of their religion’. Teachers also highlighted the many common issues that young people face regardless of the community background which SEP could build on. Young people, for example, face pressures around drugs, alcohol and social relationships. These issues transcend religious identity and can become a unifying platform to develop trust between pupils and a foundation for exploring more sensitive issues.

Other teachers were much more explicit about the direct educational benefits of SEP arguing that it improved the quality of education for participating pupils by providing wide-ranging curricular courses.

SEP has had a very direct educational benefit. I don’t see the point otherwise. It adds value to what is already delivered through the A-level and AS-Level syllabus. The classes that supported mainstream subjects such as English, Science and Biology were very good and the results should be reflected in the pupils’ grades. Similarly, there were some classes on specific software, e.g. AutoCAD aimed to support children in their coursework (Teacher).

For pupils, their experiences tended to centre on the opportunity to meet young people from other schools and make new friends. This included developing friendships originating in shared education classes outside of school through social media outlets. Part of this experience was to see inside each other’s school or as one pupil put it: ‘I did a double-take when I saw all the religion statues of Our Lady, God and that but then I’m sure they found photos of the Queen and all in our school a bit weird’. What was particularly salient however was the indifference, verging on apathy, which many pupils displayed on the topic of religion, typical of which was the comment: ‘It doesn't make a difference to me, I don’t care what religion others are. It might be good to understand, but I am not very interested’
and ‘I don’t pick friends by religion - I pick them by personality like if they are bright, funny and just a good friend’.

Conclusions

What are the potential policy implications arising from this research? The findings of this work could contribute to an emerging policy debate about how best to structure the future of education in Northern Ireland. In September 2011, the Minister of Education (Sinn Féin’s John O’Dowd) launched an education policy paper entitled *Putting Pupils First: Shaping our Future – The Next Steps for Education* in which he notes the excess of school places due to the demographic down-turn (some 85,000 spare places – the equivalent of 150 schools). Therein the Minister highlights the need for partnership working across religious boundaries with the needs of children and young people placed as the centre of a proposed strategic planning exercise of the education estate. He commissioned the Education and Library Boards and the Council for Catholic Maintained Schools (CCMS) to conduct viability audits of all schools in Northern Ireland followed by a strategic review to shape the future of education delivery. The terms of reference for the strategic planning exercise calls for ‘realistic, innovative and creative solutions to address need, including opportunities for shared schooling on a cross-sectoral basis’ (Department of Education, 2011c: 2). In addition, the draft *Programme for Government 2011-15* includes policy commitments to shared education as follows: (i) establish a Ministerial advisory group to explore and bring forward recommendations to the Minister of Education to advance shared education; and (ii) ensure all children have the opportunity to participate in shared education programmes by 2015 and substantially increase the number of schools sharing facilities by 2015.

A policy window therefore exists to embed shared education through a structural reconfiguration of the schools estate in Northern Ireland, the result of which will be a more efficient system of education with fewer teachers but one which confers education and reconciliation benefits on its pupils, as evidenced in this research. This, in turn, will contribute to the wider goals of the devolved government in creating a more cohesive society. The challenge however is that education officials appear not to fully appreciate the education and reconciliation benefits associated with shared education and eschew the
opportunity for shared solutions. Their preferred option is to close schools below certain arbitrary threshold enrolment levels and retain fewer but larger schools – a rationalisation process which would take place within two separate school estates and result in the maintenance of the segregated status quo. In short, a macro ‘solution’ which takes no cognisance of how these changes will impact on communities, particularly in rural areas where the closure of a local Maintained or Controlled school could signal the exodus of Catholics or Protestant parents and their children, polarising Northern Ireland even further.

An alternative micro or locally based option is proposed, based on the research in this paper where schools from different sectors explore shared education ‘solutions’. Shared education makes existing boundaries between schools of different management types much more porous without challenging parent/pupil cultural identities. This is quite different from integrated education where loss of identity is seen as a *sine qua non* and is yet another sector competing for a diminishing number of pupils. In a period of budget retrenchment shared education offers politicians an opportunity to mitigate against the worst cull of schools proposed by education officials. Shared ‘solutions’ are therefore more politically palatable and could avoid ‘save our school’ campaigns (e.g. parents chaining themselves to school railings). Shared education can develop at a pace consistent with parental aspirations and could evolve to meet the First Minister’s goal of a unified education system in Northern Ireland. The budgetary ‘crisis’ therefore offers an opportunity for politicians to respond positively to the community momentum for change where shared curriculum provision is not only good in terms of education returns but can also contribute to a more reconciled Northern Ireland.
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